Snap Scene Release Notes

Release Version 1.2

Release date: 2016–9–15

Enhancements and Improvements to Snap Scene

- Snap Scene is now available in simplified Chinese.
  - To install the software in a language other than English, the device operating system must be set to the desired language at the time of installation.
  - Changing the operating system language after Snap Scene is installed will localize the labels in Snap Scene, but not the default content.
- Improved UI to allow editing and playing scenes to happen more naturally.
- Improved hotspot label animation.
- Added Show Hotspot Labels setting option “On” to show hotspot labels at all times.
- A High-contrast Hotspot Label setting is now available.
- The Show Hotspots setting now has the “Fade Out” option, which shows the hotspots when a scene is first opened, then fades them away.
- Bug fixes.

Release Version 1.1

Release date: 2016–6–15

Enhancements and Improvements to Snap Scene

- Snap Scene is now available in the following languages: English, French, German, Danish, Dutch, Norwegian, Spanish, and Swedish.
  - To install the software in a language other than English, the device operating system must be set to the desired language at the time of installation.
  - Changing the operating system language after Snap Scene is installed will localize the labels in Snap Scene, but not the default content.
- The Windows platform is now supported, including open I-Series devices.
- Snap Scene is now available on open Tobii Dynavox T-Series tablets.
- On T-series devices, scanners may now use the App Switcher functionality to change between Snap Scene and Compass v2.5.
- Bug fixes.